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Presentation Notes
Introduce myself…Risk is not my background, or my area of expertise, but I am here presenting to you today as I believe in risk based decision making and at UoL we have been on quite a journey to understand what that really means. We started with some quite basic questions, and started a process to change the way we identify risks. The journey is by no means complete, but I want to share with you the progress we have made to date through the implementation of a very simple yet effective tool called the CRAM.
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Liverpool
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The Problem
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I started looking at risk from a portfolio perspective, where were the biggest risks to us not succeeding, which of our projects looked like they could realise a risk and not deliver what was required. These were relatively easy questions to answer, as project managers we tend to have a stock selection of risks to our projects, lack of sponsorship, lack of budget, failure to realise the full benefits, change of appetite, and the list goes on…I was quite happy with the way we were managing risk, we had full risk registers, and we were managing them effectively, but I started to question what the point was. It is helpful to know how the project could go wrong, but we could probably do that without a risk register and without involving all our stakeholders to any great extent.I was also very conscious that we weren’t using risk to inform decision making. All of our risk registers were pretty much the same, so there was very little to use for prioritisation or selection of initiatives.So the problem was posed…
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So now I had my problem statement. I set to work trying to answer this question.I did the first thing anyone in the modern world does when they have a problem… 
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Now this got me thinking, what of value were we exposing to danger, harm or loss? Google clearly didn’t have the full answer, so I did the second thing any credible project manager would do…
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I consulted the APM website which was both helpful and informative in relation to managing risk effectively, but we did most of this already. We already have a process, templates and our governance around risk is tight. The problem was starting to really bug me, why, if we are doing everything right, does our current approach to risk seem wrong?My third and final internet location would hopefully lead me to the answers I was seeking…
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I went onto Amazon and bought a book! The Project Risk Analysis and Management Guide was sure to have all the answers I needed!It was a very interesting read if you are a risk geek, and had lots of lovely and massively over complicated diagrams to reassure me that this was definitely the place I needed to be looking to find my answer…
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The more I read, the more I realised this wasn’t going to help me at all.



So where do I 
go now?
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So where do I go now? None of my usual fonts of knowledge seemed to have the answer, and my frustration was growing but I refused to try and make risk useful when I knew the approach we were taking just wasn’t right.Now we work with some fantastic project managers and sponsors, so I decided to pose my little problem to them. The responses I got back were my lightbulb moment and set me on the journey to really making risk useful.



How do we
make risk based 

decisions?

How do we get
the right people 
involved at the 

right time?

How can we use 
risk to prioritise 

activities?
Where do I

even start with 
risk?
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These were the key themes that I picked up. It turns out that effective risk management is the easy bit, but getting the right risks on the register in the first place was the hard part, and risk management relied on this critical part of the puzzle. I thought for a moment about the way we run our risk workshops, and this is no criticism of the project managers and sponsors, this is the way most people do their risk identification, but it was causing us problems…
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We give them a blank piece of paper and say “what risks do we face”. Now we also do PESTLE analysis and use the collective knowledge of those involved which is why we have full risk registers but the risks although valid, just aren’t a complete reflection of the situation.The problem it seems is that we are delivering transformation, and that means doing something we have never done before, or delivering something very different, and that means our knowledge is often limited and we don’t always have the right people in the room to help us identify the risks.So now I had identified my first solution…



Develop a new 
way of identifying 

risks that 
ensures all 

foreseeable risks 
are captured.
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Now I say foreseeable risks because by the very nature of risk we often don’t know them all at the start of a project, and changing internal and external environments, can have a significant impact on the risk register.But this still didn’t help me identify the full solution to the problem. This may help me get better quality risks onto the register, but how was I going to make risk useful to the University?
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Then came my second lightbulb moment. I was invited to be a part of the University Risk Steering Group, which is always the danger when you start talking about something often enough, people think you are a subject matter expert!We were talking about escalating and aggregating risks to the University level and how we could identify common risk themes across all the operational risk registers, when I realised that the portfolio risks would only ever result in a risk about failed projects.I heard a very loud voice in my head say “that is because our risks are all about the project, and not about the risk to the University”. Now if as a strategic change portfolio we are not bringing some element of risk to the University through the work we are doing, then we probably aren’t being transformational enough!So I did a bit of research…



Risk to Project

Risk to the University

88.5%

11.5%
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This showed me very quickly that the balance of risks to the project succeeding due to an external factor for example, budget cuts were massively outnumbering the risks that our work was posing to the University, and that is why we couldn’t use risk to make decisions as we weren’t seeing the alignment with strategic risk.



“Risk analysis can 
be garbage in, 

gospel out”
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Back to the great book I bought, there was a good quote that stood out and felt very relevant “…”. If we aren’t highlighting the risks to the organisation then we are failing as we are offering false assurance to our Senior Management Team that everything is rosy and the only risk to the organisation is that our projects don’t achieve their objectives and they have to provide more money or resource. Effectively, the only risks we were showing were those from lost opportunity.I knew there was so much more that needed to be considered if we were going to up our game and be transparent about the risks our projects brought with them.This led me to my second solution…



Make sure the 
risks on the risk 

register are 
reflective of the 

risk to the project 
and to the 
University
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I was quite happy at this point that I knew what the two problems I needed to solve were. Firstly, find a new way of identifying our risks that made sure the risk register was as full as possible, and secondly make sure we are covering not only the risks to the project not succeeding, but also the risks to the University as these are the ones that are most likely to come back and haunt us if we get them wrong.
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My second lightbulb moment came when I was talking to a risk expert (who just so happens to be one of our Project Managers mum’s!). She suggested some simple ways that we could solve our problems, and then we got to work…



Change
Risk

Assessment
Model
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We developed the Change Risk Assessment Model – or CRAM for short.The purpose of this was to work with our existing risk management processes as a toolkit for getting the right risks to the surface in the first place.We knew we were happy with our risk management processes, and this model would help us get the right risks into the register and therefore solving our problems. It has also turned out to be an incredibly effective way of getting the right people involved right from the start, which has always been a challenge in an organisation of over 6,000 staff, especially if it is a neiche are of expertise.
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So what is the CRAM?It is a questionnaire spreadsheet that covers 13 key elements of University risk ranging from information security, to fraud prevention to risks relating to people. There are 124 questions in total, with the top sections being mandatory for all respondents; project overview, information security, systems and infrastructure and data governance. This has helped show consistency of project understanding which is useful for stakeholder management. All the other questions must be answered by at least one person. The project manager and team work through each section, answering each question with “yes” “no” “not applicable” or “to be determined”. Anything that is a yes, means that there is a potential risk.Anything that is no, means there is no risk, and not applicable, means that it is not applicable.The “to be determined” answers are the interesting ones, as these indicate that the project manager and team need to find someone who does know the answer! This meant the subject matter expert was introduced to the project at a much earlier stage.



Identify the impact of change

Identify mitigations required

Identify portfolio level risks

Identify gaps in knowledge

Right people = right time

Replacement for governance

Tool for project delivery

Exhaustive list of project risks

Replacement for the UoL Risk 
Management Framework
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This slide demonstrates what the CRAM is and isn’t. No time, budget or resource constraints are built into the model. These need to be factored in once we move into the risk management process and start looking at mitigations. The CRAM is designed to just get all the potential risks out and onto a single document.



The Pilot
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Once we had the CRAM questions set, we ran a pilot with one of our key institutional projects – the Data Improvement Programme. This is a complex programme with numerous project workstreams. It was relatively new and didn’t have a risk register yet. Myself and the PM worked on the best way to populate the CRAM with this group.There were some challenges as the Project Team were senior members of staff and the chances of getting them to populate a 124 question spreadsheet was very slim.So we broke the questions down into their categories and put them into an online survey. 
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We reduced the questions further by removing those that we could already answer. This saved our stakeholders time in inputting an answer and us time with analysing the answer!!The survey was sent to all staff involved with the project and those staff were asked to share it with their teams. This has 2 benefits, we increased the reach of our input into the risk identification process, and we got teams talking about the project which helps us with our engagement piece.
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Once we had received all our results we undertook analysis to visually show where we needed to focus our efforts in determining risks. The blue lines you can see here are where respondents have answered “yes”. Importantly, we made sure every question that returned the answer “yes” indicated a potential risk area. This information was grouped into the categories and shared at our awayday.By using the blue bar as an indicator, our Board members could easily see where they should be focusing. This is an interesting example as the grey bar indicates where the answer is “unknown” or “TBC”. This helped the Board identify that they needed a HR expert to help them answer some of these questions, so a HR expert will be included in future discussions around risk. This comes back to getting the right person in at the right time.



1. Create the Risk Statements
2. Identify link to strategic risk (if any)
3. Identify dependencies

a. With another risk
b. With an operational area
c. With another project

Risk Identification Workshop
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We gave the delegates 2 risk categories to look at and a set of instructions. We asked them to look at the collective risks identified in their area and come up with a set of risk statements. They found this really hard! With some coaching and encouragement however they were all able to create a few risk statements per category, and have a list of “unknown” areas for the PM to take away and explore further.We asked the delegates to review the link to strategic risk. This helped us from an escalation perspective and aids decision making.
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Here is an example of a completed risk worksheet that was provided as part of the workshop. A key lesson learned was that we should give all stakeholders all of the results to review as there are many dependencies with other projects, risks and operational functions. By limiting what stakeholders could see, we limited the quality of the risk output.
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It was important at this stage that we stopped. What we didn’t want to get into was trying to get the delegates to score the risk. This was all handed back over to the PM to collate and work with the Project Team on. They reviewed the quality and consistency of the risks, and scored them, compiling the risk register. The PM could now input their risks to the project, and we had a completed risk register and heat map in line with our University Risk Management Framework.



The Results



Benefits To The Portfolio
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The benefits to the project have been instantly noticeable. Our shift in balance between project and organisational risks has been stark. We now have more organisational risks than we do project related and the risk scores accurately reflect the riskiness of the project being undertaken. We are also in a far better place to hand over risks to operational partners at the end of the project.The added benefit comes when we look across the Portfolio. As all projects will be using the CRAM, we are able to consolidate the project CRAMs and see instantly where we have multiple positive responses to one CRAM question. For example, if all projects have answered “yes” to the question “Are there any new / increased manual processes or workarounds as a result of this change?” then we will need to think seriously about what we are doing and why we need to introduce manual work arounds. This may be accepted as a necessary evil at project level, but would be a serious risk to the portfolio is we are creating more work than we are reducing!
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right time?
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risk to prioritise 
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I want to go back to the original questions we were trying to answer.By introducing a simple yet effective method of identifying the right questions at the start of the process, and then regularly checking back throughout the project lifecycle, we have been able to answer all of these questions.We can now accurately state the risks to the organisation which aide decision making and prioritisation. We identify gaps in our knowledge early on so we can get the right people in at the right time, and we have given staff a solid place to start from. The CRAM can act like a safety blanket in the scary world of project risk and give us the confidence through the knowledge that we have covered the key risks to the project and the organisation.



Next Steps
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Our next steps are to roll the CRAM out across the portfolio and implement a consolidated approach to risk management including our legacy projects. We want to develop a consistent risk wording for project related risks, and a consistent way of scoring them so they can be easily aggregated to a Portfolio level.We want to build the CRAM into our project management online tool to help analysis and transparency across project teams. This will also allow us to track risk performance through an audit trail.We need to keep learning from each CRAM that is undertaken. What were the trends, where can staff not consistently answer a question set, where are our biggest risk areas, are there risks that are not covered in the CRAM that keep cropping up?We want to create a similar process for our benefits management process to help us get the right benefits identified at the right time and by the right people. This will be the aptly names Change Benefits Assessment Model or C-Bam!



Lessons Learned
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We have a lot of questions. We cannot get away from the fact that we needed those questions, but in future we would make it easier for staff to identify the questions they need to answer to save them time through the use of more detailed descriptions of each section.We also quickly identified that we could answer some of the questions without asking our stakeholders which reduced the list of questions for them to answer. This also avoided us additional unnecessary work when analysing the results.We need to consolidate at a Portfolio level to have maximum impact and benefits from the CRAM and this means we need to roll the model out to all projects, including the legacy ones.This approach only works if you work with existing risk processes and you fully explain where this process sits and how it is useful.The first lesson we learned is that words mean very different things to different people depending on their area of work. We realised that we needed to be more descriptive in our category headings to make sure the right staff were identifying the right questions and not just skipping a section because data means something different to a BI Manager and a Sponsor.



Questions?
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Thank you for the opportunity to speak to you today, I hope you can all take something away from this presentation and that it is made you think about the risks you are reporting and whether they are a true reflection of the change activity you are undertaking.Are there any questions?
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